
Whatever type of boat you own, it deserves nothing
but the best. 

That’s why boating enthusiasts worldwide — including 
owners of the world’s finest mega yachts — choose 
System X Marine Ceramic Protection from 
Element 119. 

Quite simply, they trust System X to consistently Quite simply, they trust System X to consistently 
provide unmatched paint protection, hardness, 
and brilliance. A paint-protection system that 
utilizes proprietary ceramic technologies, 
System X doesn’t work merely as a layered 
application. Instead, it interlocks its
molecular structure with the surface 
molecules of the paintwork to literallymolecules of the paintwork to literally
become the functional surface of the 
boat’s paint and gelcoat. 

The result is a semi-permanent 
ceramic coating that won’t wash 
off like wax, polish, or sealant. 
System X exhibits outstanding 
resistance to friction, heat, resistance to friction, heat, 
pollutants and solvents — 
for a finish that locks in 
long-lasting beauty, as 
well as peace of mind. 

The Most Trusted Name in Professional 
Coating Technologies 



Providing extreme hardness and resilience for boats and water vessels of all 
kinds, System X Xtreme Ceramic Nano Coating is our most effective coating 
for protecting against friction, heat, and solvents. Incorporating the industry’s 
most durable ceramic technology, it offers years of protection against salt 
water, with no yellowing, cracking, peeling, or delaminating. In addition, 
System X Xtreme Ceramic Nano Coating withstands heat over 1,100 degrees, 
offers a high degree of resilience in punishing environments, and provides an offers a high degree of resilience in punishing environments, and provides an 
extreme gloss finish. 

Our premier marine coating, System X Renegade Ceramic Nano Coating, 
offers a full year of protection in the harshest water environments. It is a 
proven performer in the coating industry, having passed rigid Boeing 
approval testing and demonstrated temperature tolerances that exceed 
1,000 degrees.

The marine environment is unforgiving. The high corrosiveness of salt, 
UV rays, acids, alkalies, exhaust and algae/shell contaminants can cause 
structural and cosmetic damage that impair your craft’s performance and 
ruin its appearance. 

A proprietary coating technology, System X Marine Ceramic Protection is A proprietary coating technology, System X Marine Ceramic Protection is 
designed to offer the ultimate paint protection for boats and water vessels 
of all kinds. Upon application you can have the utmost confidence that your 
vessels will be rendered virtually immune to the adverse weathering effects 
of both underwater and above-water environments, conditions, and 
elements.

  UV RAY PROTECTION System X Marine Ceramic Protection provides   
     maximum UV ray protection for paint, gelcoat, and stainless steel to 
    prevent unsightly damage associated with aging and fading colors.

     A SHIELD AGAINST CORROSIVES From salt and exhaust to oxidation   
      and sea life contaminants, the marine environment is     
         characterized by elements and processes that induce 
         corrosion. System X Marine Ceramic Protection treats 
                 surfaces like metal and gelcoat with water-resistant             
            properties that prevent spotting and make cleaning dirt 
             and debris fast and easy.

             HIGH GLOSS AND APPLICATION VERSATILITY System X 
Marine Ceramic     Protection is highly effective on a variety of surfaces.   
             Imparting a high gloss and bringing out the full 
                                              luster and sheen of your boat’s finish. Through its                               
                                                  hydrophobic properties you’re assured cleaning                                                   hydrophobic properties you’re assured cleaning 
to                                           can be done easily without out the use of abrasive
                                             chemicals and detergents. Save time and preserve    
                                           your vessel with System X Marine Protection.  

                       HIGHEST DEGREE OF HARDNESS System X Marine      
            Ceramic Protection registers over 9H on the industry’s    
          hardness scale — equating to a coating hardness that    
         provides an exceptional level of paint protection. 


